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Abstract—Industrial cooperation promises to leverage the huge amounts of data generated by and collected in industrial deployments to realize valuable improvements such as increases in product quality and profit margins. Cloud computing with its adjustable resources is a prime candidate to serve as the technical foundation for industrial cooperation. However, cloud computing further exaggerates existing security and privacy concerns of industrial companies, leading them to refrain from participating in cloud-based industrial cooperation. To overcome these concerns and thus allow companies to benefit from its advantages, we identify and discuss different aspects of secure and privacy-preserving cloud-based industrial cooperation, ranging from securing industrial devices and networks to secure storage and processing of industrial data in the cloud. By discussing already usable and emerging technical approaches as well as identifying open research challenges, we contribute to realizing the vision of secure and privacy-preserving industrial cooperation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The amount of industrial data generated and collected, e.g., in the context of the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), the Internet of Production, or the envisioned Industry 4.0 [1]–[4], steadily increases. Such data encompasses everything concerning a specific manufactured product during its development, production, and customer usage [5]. Although this data is extremely valuable, especially for outside entities, it often resides in isolated silos, mainly because industrial companies are reluctant to share details on their processes in fear of accidentally disclosing valuable trade secrets [2], [6].

Yet, if this data could be shared across factories or even companies, effectively breaking up institutional boundaries, manifold benefits such as increases in product quality and profit margins as well as reductions in time to market and development costs could be realized [7]. Ultimately, this would allow to create a global platform for industrial cooperation across all relevant stakeholders, where data from all stages of a product (development, production, customer usage) could be combined [5], [7]. Given the reluctance of industrial companies to open their data silos, realizing this vision requires approaches to ensure corporate secrecy and secure information sharing between industrial corporations [8], which we call secure and privacy-preserving industrial cooperation [2], [9].

One natural solution to meet the huge storage and processing demands of industrial cooperation is cloud computing. Most importantly, cloud computing provides high usability through transparent and efficient network access, realizes high availability through redundant storage and computing resources, charges based on usage without upfront investment, and makes own infrastructure unnecessary. These advantages are especially important in industrial settings, where devices are often limited w.r.t. computing, storage, and potentially energy resources [10]. Consequently, there are clear incentives to realize industrial cooperation based on cloud resources.

However, the adoption and acceptance of cloud computing is hindered by security and privacy concerns, especially in corporate settings [11], [12]. Most importantly, companies lose control over their data when it is outsourced to the cloud, thus negatively impacting confidentiality, integrity, and availability. These concerns are not restricted to industrial data, but also concern, e.g., interaction patterns of different companies to optimize industrial processes. As a result, basing industrial cooperation on cloud computing even further fuels industrial companies’ reluctance to open their data silos. Overcoming these challenges is key to secure the success of cloud-based industrial cooperation and hence to allow a wide range of corporate users to benefit from the advantages of cooperation without having to sacrifice security and privacy requirements.

In this paper, we discuss the different aspects that are important for secure and privacy-preserving cloud-based industrial cooperation (§II, i.e., we identify and discuss different approaches to §I) empower industrial devices to perform the necessary steps to provide security and privacy (§III), 2) securing industrial networks in the face of increased cloud connectivity (§IV), 3) securing the storage of industrial data in the cloud (§V), and 4) realizing secure and privacy-preserving processing and computations in the cloud (§VI). Besides discussing the current state-of-the-art and promising emerging approaches, we also identify open challenges that demand for further research in this field. With this paper, we move an important step forward in the quest to turn secure and privacy-preserving cloud-based industrial cooperation into reality.

II. SECURITY & PRIVACY IN INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION

Industrial cooperation allows all entities involved in the creation of products to improve said products and the underlying
production processes by exchanging knowledge [2]. For example, sharing characteristics of parts and products along supply chains allows to minimize production interruptions, increase product quality, and improve the development process [2], [7], [13]. Similar benefits can be achieved for predictive maintenance and collaborative agile production [7]. Most importantly, however, industrial cooperation allows previously unaffiliated companies, e.g., those using the same machines or material, to exchange knowledge, e.g., on how to best parameterize a machine [7]. Quantifying these benefits, McKinsey predicts increases in profit margins by 2–3% as well as reductions in time to market and development costs by 25–50% [6].

However, due to security and privacy concerns, current industrial deployments confine knowledge in stakeholder-specific data silos, which makes any exchange of data and thus industrial cooperation impossible [7]. Pennekamp et al. [7] provide a comprehensive survey of the underlying security and privacy concerns in industrial cooperation. Concerns they identify are fear of losing intellectual property or business secrets, e.g., through reverse engineering, receiving falsified or incorrect information, e.g., regarding the properties of a product, transferring knowledge to competitors, e.g., through maintenance contracts, and tracking and tracing based on usage information, e.g., on the utilization of products [7], [14].

Realizing industrial cooperation on top of cloud infrastructure further exaggerates these concerns [11], [12], [15]. Most importantly, cloud computing is more complex and less transparent than traditional IT outsourcing, since cloud providers often subcontract or utilize other cloud providers [12], [16], [17]. In such settings, companies have to trust an unidentified number of third parties with their sensitive industrial data, obliterating which jurisdiction applies to data and thus offering only limited legal protection [12], [18]. Likewise, companies using cloud services might not even be aware that and which cloud services they are using [19]. Finally, cloud computing centralizes data at a comparatively small number of entities, making those valuable attack targets [12].

Secure and privacy-preserving cloud-based industrial collaboration promises to overcome these concerns, thus making it possible to combine the advantages of industrial cooperation and cloud computing by providing strong security and privacy functionality. As shown in Figure 1, realizing secure and privacy-preserving cloud-based industrial collaboration requires 1) empowering industrial devices to be able to realize security and privacy protection such as object and transport security (§III), 2) monitoring and securing industrial networks in the face of increased communication with Internet and cloud endpoints (§IV), 3) protecting industrial data during cloud storage (§V), and 4) realizing secure and privacy-preserving processing and computations on industrial data in the cloud (§VI).

In the following, we discuss each of these categories in more detail. Thereby, we survey for each category of approaches the state-of-the-art as well as promising emerging research directions. Furthermore, we identify open challenges that provide exciting potential for further research efforts.

III. EMPOWERING INDUSTRIAL DEVICES

Industrial devices often operate for decades and were often not designed with security and privacy functionality in mind [20], as, e.g., required to realize object and transport security for cloud-based industrial cooperation. Furthermore, these existing devices are often limited w.r.t. their computing, storage, and potentially energy resources, making it difficult to apply resource-expensive security functionality such as public-key cryptography [10]. We identify two approaches to still empower existing industrial devices to participate in secure and privacy-preserving cloud-based industrial collaboration: 1) adapting security mechanisms and 2) gateway support.

Adapting security mechanisms mainly aims at tailoring existing and well-proven security protocols and cryptographic primitives to the specifics of resource-constrained industrial devices [4]. For example, slightly adapting protocol encoding and pre-computing cryptographic operations allows resource-constrained devices to meet low-latency requirements of industrial settings while using transport security [21]. Especially when using public-key cryptography, careful selection of ciphers allows to reduce computation time and energy consumption. For example, elliptic curves reduce computation time and energy consumption for setting up transport security on resource-constrained devices by one order of magnitude compared to RSA [4], [22]. When two communication partners repeatedly have to establish security sessions, session resumption allows to omit public-key operations in successive connections establishments [4]. Especially in the context of cloud computing, session sharing additionally allows to resume security sessions across different industrial applications to further reduce overheads for establishing transport security [23].

Gateway support leverages the gateway device often used to connect industrial devices to the Internet and thus cloud services (cf. Figure 1) to reduce the overhead for individual devices [4]. For example, such a gateway can establish secure connections on behalf of a resource-constrained device or translate between different transport security protocols without losing end-to-end security properties [24]. Likewise, a gateway can apply fine-grained object security measures to data collected by industrial devices and manage access control, e.g., using public-key cryptography [25] (cf. §V).

Open Challenges: With increasing cooperation and coordination across companies, access control decisions eventually will have to be taken dynamically and automatically, increasing
the burden put on industrial devices. Thus, further research is required for dealing with this increasing complexity, e.g., by securely offloading parts of access control to the cloud and further leveraging the capabilities of gateways [26]. Similar considerations hold in preparation for quantum technology, where it will likely become necessary to replace public-key ciphers with less storage and computation efficient ones as well as increase the key length for symmetric encryption [27]. Increasingly deploying security functionality furthermore comes with the challenge of having to ensure that security settings are configured correctly, especially for complex novel industrial protocols such as OPC UA [28].

IV. SECURING & MONITORING INDUSTRIAL NETWORKS

Cloud-based industrial cooperation leads to increased communication of industrial devices with Internet hosts such as cloud services, potentially increasing attack surfaces. Consequently, we need mechanisms for 1) securing industrial networks to prevent unauthorized communication and 2) monitoring industrial networks to detect suspicious network activity. Securing industrial networks aims at preventing unauthorized communication, e.g., between industrial devices or with unpermitted cloud services. Traditionally, to prevent unauthorized communication within industrial networks, these networks can be separated using demilitarized zones and virtual networks. Likewise, firewalls can be used to restrict communication, e.g., to blacklist communication with certain cloud services. However, such systems are typically configured manually during the setup of a network and cannot be adapted automatically during operation. To address this issue and provide support for dynamically changing security requirements, software-defined networking allows to quickly perform changes in the configuration of network separation, e.g., to enforce compliance with communication rules continuously updated by the operator of the industrial network [29].

Monitoring industrial networks allows to uncover suspicious activities, e.g., resulting from inadequately implemented security measures or exploitation of zero-day vulnerabilities. While intrusion detection is the standard approach to perform this task in traditional networks [30], applying it to industrial networks requires further work [31], e.g., to account for real-time requirements and resource constraints. Interestingly, the characteristics of industrial networks such as rather well-defined traffic that potentially influences the physical state of the controlled process also open new opportunities for intrusion detection: Process-aware intrusion detection also incorporates information on the industrial process and environment and thus is able to monitor compliance of transmitted data with physical constraints and safety requirements [20], [31], [32].

Open Challenges: Industrial cooperation significantly increases the dynamics of communication patterns in industrial networks. As such, further research is required to (semi-) automatically (little to no manual effort) derive allowed communication rules, e.g., which industrial devices are allowed to communicate with which cloud services, as well as process information such as physical constraints. Such anomaly detection approaches based on artificial intelligence or machine learning show huge potential, but come with their own challenges, especially with respect to the high costs associated with false classifications [33], [34]. Furthermore, with an increasing trend to secure communication within industrial networks (cf. §III), it remains open how monitoring approaches that rely on process information within communication payload can be enhanced to also operate on encrypted data.

V. SECURING INDUSTRIAL DATA DURING STORAGE

To protect industrial data during storage in the cloud, the most prominent approach is object-level security for individual data items [4], [25]. For industrial cooperation, this entails 1) encrypting industrial data and 2) realizing access control. Encrypting industrial data ensures that access to confidential industrial data is restricted to authorized parties. The main challenge of encryption in the context of industrial cooperation is the huge heterogeneity of industrial data, which originates from various sources and can thus be structured nearly arbitrarily [4]. To realize applicability of object security to various forms of industrial data, SenML [35] standardizes a unified representation of industrial data using JSON, CBOR, or XML. As SenML splits up data into individual data fields, it lays the basis for fine-grained object security to realize access control per data field or optionally keeping meta data unencrypted for efficient indexing [4]. Actual encryption of data fields is typically realized using symmetric encryption due to superior performance [25], [36]. Still, asymmetric encryption can provide more functionality, e.g., to directly process on encrypted data without prior decryption (cf. §VI).

Realizing access control then is a matter of providing all entities that should have access to specific data with the corresponding keying material [37]. Typical current approaches rely on an existing public-key infrastructure and separately encrypt keying material with the public key of each intended recipient, possibly periodically changing keying material to realize time-based access control [25]. More advanced approaches rely on attribute-based encryption where everyone assigned a certain cryptographic attribute can decrypt keying material [38], [39]. This allows to realize scenario where everyone who fulfills a certain property can access certain industrial data. Here, security depends on a trusted party which assigns attributes. Open Challenges: To fully embrace the advantages of industrial cooperation, as many companies as possible have to participate, opposing the use of a single trusted public-key infrastructure and thus demanding for innovative approaches to access control. Additionally, further research is required on how to automatically assign attributes for attribute-based encryption at large scales when access control decision have to be taken dynamically, e.g., in settings where industrial data itself is used to reveal who should cooperate with whom. When sharing data across industrial companies, one important challenge concerns safety considerations to ensure that externally acquired data, e.g., used to parameterize a production line, does not cause any harm to humans or machinery.
VI. REALIZING SECURE PROCESSING & COMPUTATIONS

To remedy security and privacy concerns (cf. §III), one key aspect is to perform processing and computations on industrial data in the cloud such that the cloud provider cannot access the data. Two orthogonal approaches to achieve this goal are 1) trusted hardware components and 2) secure computations.

Trusted hardware components such as ARM TrustZones, Intel SGX, or TPM provide a hardware root of trust and can be used to ensure that the cloud provider cannot access otherwise encrypted data during processing. In the context of cloud computing, they can be used to realize storage and processing of confidential data in secure execution environments [40], perform trustworthy data analytics in which computing instructions and data remain secret [41], ensure confidentiality and integrity for third-party coordination services [42], and realize secure and privacy-preserving decentralized cloud services [43]. For cloud-based industrial cooperation, trusted hardware could be used to guarantee integrity and authenticity of measured industrial data provided by companies.

Secure computations in contrast realize a software-based approach for untrusted cloud services to directly operate on encrypted data [4]. They can be applied to protect computing instructions and data during execution on untrusted cloud infrastructure [36], perform de-duplication of encrypted data [44], securely outsource lookup operations on encrypted data [45], and support SQL queries over encrypted databases [46]. Considering cloud-based industrial cooperation, secure computations could, e.g., be used to securely realize privacy-preserving performance benchmarking, which would allow companies to compare their production output against competitors without the need to disclose confidential data. Likewise, secure computations provide the technical foundation to realize secure end-to-end sensing in supply chains [47].

Open Challenges: While certain use cases for cloud-based industrial cooperation can already be realized with sufficient efficiency today, further research is required to make secure computations generally applicable [48], especially considering limited storage and processing resources of industrial devices (cf. §III). Similar considerations hold regarding the use of trusted hardware components, which today often require industrial devices to perform costly verification operations locally. Again, when combining data from different industrial companies during processing, ensuring safety when using the computed results such as crowd-sourced parameter configurations in industrial processes is of paramount importance to prevent harm to humans and machinery.

VII. CONCLUSION

Cloud computing provides a promising foundation for industrial cooperation and thus realizing sought after improvements such as increases in product quality and profit margins. Still, realizing industrial cooperation using cloud computing further amplifies already existing concerns of industrial companies regarding the security and privacy of their confidential data and knowledge, negatively impacting adoption and acceptance of cloud-based industrial cooperation.

In this paper, we identified and discussed different aspects of secure and privacy-preserving cloud-based industrial cooperation to address these concerns. To this end, we presented approaches to empower resource-constrained industrial devices to perform security and privacy operations, secure and monitor industrial networks bearing increased cloud connectivity, realize secure cloud-based storage of industrial data, as well as perform secure and privacy-preserving processing and computations in the cloud. While different approaches to address these aspects already exist, we also identified open challenges that demand for further research in the intersection of cloud computing, industrial cooperation, and security/privacy. Thus, we make great strides forward in our quest to realize secure and privacy-preserving cloud-based industrial cooperation.
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